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Create The Best Content
With data-based insights into content that resonates with your audience.



Amplify Monitor

Where do business opportunities come from?

PAID

EARNED

SOCIAL
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Amplify Monitor

Where do business opportunities come from?

PAID

EARNED

SOCIAL

OWNED

Someone mentions our brand in their content, and we didn’t 
pay them to do it. 

Mentions of our brand on social, not paid.

Our own content, on our site (remember your posts on social 

don’t truly belong to you)

Display, PPC, and paid social promotions



Owned

Earned



Social



Paid

Anytime you pay 
someone to talk or 
write about you; link 
to or display your 
content





Brand Monitoring Contributes To Business Growth



Monitor For Earned 

Media Mentions



Then...

Positive:

Promote them on 
social 

Organic

Add sites or authors 
to influencer list and 
cultivate relationship

Follow up with any 
unlinked mentions



A word about cultivating 

influencer relationships



Then...

● Develop a 
system

● Be consistent
● Focus on 

what’s in it 
for the other 
person

● Think 
relationally

● Take the long 
view

● Start before 
you need 
something.

● Collaborate!



Monitor Questions About 

Your Brand (and your 

Competitors’ Brands)



Then...

Create content that 

answers the questions

Post links to the answer 

into the relevant forums

Update product 

descriptions, etc. to get 

your audience the 

information they need. 



Then...

Write and link to a post about towing 
capacity.



Monitor Social Shares Of 

Your Content



Then...

Identify influencers and 

cultivate relationships

Amplify on social

Organically

Paid

Try the Mari Smith method 

of paid amplification



Monitor Social Mentions 

of Your Brand...a type of 

User Generated Content!



Share immediately or...



Susan’s Facebook Mention Hack



Susan’s Facebook Mention Hack



Susan’s Facebook Mention Hack



Amplify Monitor

Know your audiences’ preferences.

Learn from your competitors’ successes and failures.

Learn from your own successes and failures.

Give your audience what they like...when you pay to 
amplify it, and when you don’t. 

What about 
owned and 
paid 
content? 



Amplify Monitor

● Have a plan for finding them

● Have a plan for responses, both positive and 
negative

● Delegate authority to act to someone in your 
organization

● Develop a way to track your mentions and 
attribute to your marketing

● Learn from the ways people describe you

● Be social on social

● Lean into the relationships and promote other 
people

For All 
Types of 
Mentions...



Questions?



Thank you.


